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A Wonder of The World
INTRODUCTION
The Taj Mahal is a mausoleum located in the Agra district in
Uttar Pradesh, India. Its construction was commissioned by
Mughal emperor Shah Jahan to act as the final resting place for
his wife Mumtaz Mahal (as well as Shah Jahan himself).The
building consists of a large raised burial tomb with four minarets
placed at the corner of the building. Its main architect,
Ustad-Ahmad Lahori, decided to make the building a perfectly
symmetrical building. A large garden and reflection pond
surround the building next to the red stone path that leads up to
the Taj Mahal, with a guest house nearby.

Timeline
● 1631: Emperor Jahan’s wife, Mumtaz Mahal, dies during
childbirth.
● 1632: Construction of the Taj Mahal begins.
● 1648: The main mausoleum is completed.
● 1653: The mosque, courtyard, and guesthouse are
completed.
● 1666: Shah Mahal dies and is buried beneath the Taj

Construction Facts

Mahal.
● 2007: Taj Mahal is named one of the 7 Wonders of The

● 22,000 Laborers, Painters, Stonecutters were used
during construction.
● Nearly 1,000 elephants were used to transport
materials.
● The foundation of the Taj Mahal is made out of timber.
● The 4 pillars inside are tilted outwards instead of straight
up in order to protect the main tomb.
● About 28 different precious stones were incorporated
into the Taj Mahal.
● A brick scaffolding system was used instead of the
traditional bamboo scaffolds, which were common at the
time.

World.

Fun Facts

● Incorporates Arabic calligraphy and vegatative motifs onto

● One of the 7 Wonders of the World.

the exterior design.
● The base building is designed with Persian design
elements.
● The base is surrounded by minorettes and is topped with
a large ‘onion dome’.
● It is a Mughal style of architecture which combines

● Still used as an active mosque today, thus
making it closed on fridays.
● The main tomb contains over 99 different
inscriptions of Allah.
● There was a long going theory that once
construction was completed, the arms of the

different elements of Indian, Persian, and Islamic

Artisans that built it were cut off to ensure

architecture.

nothing like it was ever built again. (Has since

● The building is perfectly symmetrical from its central axis.

been proven false).
● Has approximately 5-6 million annual visitors.

Taj Mahal As A Whole
● The Taj Mahal takes up 42 acres of land and is comprised
of 5 main elements.
● The main tomb is the iconic marble structure that we think
of when we hear Taj Mahal, but it is only one piece.
● The main gateway was used by the architect to guide
how the viewer sees the main tomb. It is also known as

Guest House

Design Concepts

the ‘Darwaza-i-Rauza’.
● The Guest House is built at the eastern end and is
believed to have been built as a way to provide symmetry
to the whole structure as it does not have a prayer
purpose like the others.
● The Mosque stands on the opposite side to finish the
symmetry. At the time a mosque was obligatory to be put
next to a mausoleum.
● Finally, there is the Garden which comprises most of the
land. It is divided into 4 quadrants each with their own
carefully placed landscaping. It’s Cyprus trees are planted
to signify death, and fruit bearing trees are used to signify
life.

Stolen Artifacts
• Unproven myths about what was stolen from the
temple include:
Golden accessories, a pearl blanket to cover a tomb,
and inlaid diamonds.
• Proven items that were stolen include from the
temple include:
A door made of jade, elegant carpets, and enamel
lamps.

